1) **Open House**: List of to-do's will be posted on area checklist. (Family Day will be on Monday. Larry will take his W&R on a different day since Aaron will be here.)

2) **Sunday vehicles**: All agreed to continue using the 3 vehicles as we have been, with Bill & Laurie teaming up with Larry & Claire. Bill’s truck is available if necessary, but since it’s a gas hog it’s better to use just for local trips.

3) **Kids schedule**:
   A. There is a rotating teacher schedule;
   B. Chore time 12-1 (Any jobs you have for the kids to do, let Sharon know; e.g. if you need help on lunch, etc.) Timmy will be doing handyman training during that time.
   C. Jett devotions: The four JETT parents will be rotating JETT devotions in the morning
   D. Kids Get Out: Bill and Jim will be helping
   D. Working on willingness, so keep that in mind in your interaction with the kids.
   E. Breakfast should be ready at 8 so Jetts can be done and start their devotions at 8:15. Other kids can take longer to eat if necessary

4) **Satellite TV**: Decided to keep the $30 satellite plan for a month to see how it goes. Laurie will monitor it. There might be an on-line service to find out what’s showing when. Announcement to please not switch the wires from the way it’s hooked up. If you can’t get a picture, turn VCR power off then back on.

5) **Holding hands**: Person on evening announcements can have people hold hands if they so choose.

6) **Committee meetings critique**: No hard & fast rule that you have to have them weekly; might be sufficient sometimes to just pray together, or even use paper power. Committees are good for knowing who to counsel with; the committee is more important than the committee meeting. Maybe at least have set times when you can get together, even if you decide not to get together then.

7) **Aries birthday**: Friday night